To establish a multicast connection in a wavelength routed optical network, two steps are needed under the multi-tree model. One is to construct a set of light-trees rooted at the source node such that in each of them at most a speciÿed number of destination nodes are allowed to receive the data and every destination node must be designated in one of them to receive the data. The other is to assign a wavelength to each of the produced light-trees in such a way that two light-trees must be assigned two distinct wavelengths if they use a common link. In this paper we mainly study how to construct a multicast routing of minimal cost under the multi-tree model in optical networks, where the routing cost is total costs of the produced light-trees. We propose a 4-approximation algorithm for this NP-hard problem.
Introduction
Multicast is a point-to-multipoint communication that enables a node to send or forward data to multiple recipients [10] . Today, there are many multicast applications, such as news feeds and video distribution, and they may have di erent requirements. Multicast is easily implemented on local area networks (LANs), since usually nodes connected to a LAN communicate over a broadcast network. However, implementing multicast in wide area networks (WANs) is quite challenging, since nodes connected to a WAN communicate via a switched/routed network [10, 11] .
In order to perform multicast communication in WANs, the source and all destination nodes must be interconnected by a tree. Thus, the problem of multicast routing in WANs is usually treated as ÿnding a tree in a network that spans source and all destination nodes [10] . One of the objectives of multicast routing is to minimize the network cost of produced trees, which is deÿned as the sum of costs of all the links in the tree. This is known as the Steiner tree problem [7] .
To implement multicasting in a wavelength-routed optical network [2] , the concept of a light-tree and the cross-connect architecture of splitter-and-delivery were proposed in [1, 9] . A light-tree interconnecting the source and all destination nodes uses a dedicated wavelength on all of its branches. Each intermediate node in a light-tree must have a splitter so that copies of data in the optical domain can be made and delivered to each of its children. An n-way splitter is an optical device which splits an input signal among n outputs, thus reducing the power of each output to 1=nth of that of the original signal [1] . As a result, while the power budget may allow data on a given wavelength to be "dropped o " (or "delivered to") more than one destination node, it may not be possible to drop o data at an arbitrary number of destination nodes using a single light-tree [6] .
In this paper, we study how to establish a multicast connection in an optical network under the multi-tree model [6] . Under this model only some speciÿed maximum number of light splitting are allowed per transmission, and then multicast routing is to ÿnd a set of light-trees such that each of them includes at most k destination nodes which can receive data and every destination node is designated to receive data in one of the light-trees. With this assumption, each light-tree has at most k=2 intermediate nodes and on each of them a k-way splitter is needed, this implies that the signal from a source node can be split at most k=2 times. After the routing is done, we need to assign a wavelength to each of the produced light-trees in such a way that two distinct wavelengths are required for any two light-trees if they use a common link.
When compared with the single light-tree model, the multi-tree model makes multicast easier and more e cient to implement in optical networks, but at the expense of increasing the network cost since the cost of one big tree is generally less than that of a set of small trees interconnection the same set of nodes. At the same time, when compared with the lightpath model for multicasting [13] that establishes a lightpath from the source node to each of destination nodes, the multi-tree model requires less number of wavelengths since all destination nodes in a light-tree can use a single wavelength.
Recently, some work has been done on how to establish a given multicast connection under the multi-tree model in optical networks. Some routing algorithms were proposed in [4, 6] for networks with some special topologies to minimize the number of wavelengths used. These methods, however, may produce routings with unbounded high network cost. Four routing algorithms were proposed in [13] to construct a source-based multicast light-forest consisting of one or more multicast trees for each multicast connection. Their performances were studied through simulation and compared in terms of the average number of wavelengths used, average number of branches involved and average number of hops encountered from a source to a destination.
In this paper, we will mainly study how to, given the source node and the set of destination nodes of a multicast connection, construct multicast routing under the multitree model to minimize the network cost. In Section 2, we ÿrst formalize this problem as a combinatorial optimization problem, and then prove this problem is polynomialtime solvable when k62 and it is NP-hard in general. In Section 3, we propose an approximation algorithm that can produce a multicast routing whose cost is at most four times that of the optimal routing under the multi-tree model by applying the worst-case analysis. In Section 4 we compare, through simulating the average case, the multi-tree model with the single-tree model and the lightpath model for multicasting, in terms of the network cost and the number of wavelength required, respectively.
Preliminaries

Problem speciÿcation
In this paper, we assume bidirectional transmission (but the approach and analysis are both applicable for unidirectional case), that is, data is transmitted in both directions between the source and the destination nodes. We further assume that if two nodes (switches/routers) A and B are connected in the network, then there are two links between them, one carries transmission from A to B while the other from B to A.
A multicast connection is represented by s; D , where s is the source node from which data is sent to a set of destination nodes D. Under the multi-tree model, in a light-tree at most k destination nodes are allowed to receive the data, where parameter k may be dependent on the size of routing nodes and the power budget of light transmission.
Problem formulation
According to the above speciÿcation and assumption of our problem, we model the network under consideration as an edge-weighted graph G(V; E), where vertex-set V is the set of nodes in the network representing switches/routers and edge-set E is the set of links between nodes. Cost function c : E → R + measures the desirability of using a particular edge (a lower cost means more desirable). As usual we also assume that the cost function c is additive over the links in a path p(u; v) between u and v, i.e.,
For the simplicity of presentation, we denote by p G (u; v) the shortest path from u to v in subgraph G of G.
We deÿne a k-tree as a tree in G such that in the tree at most k nodes in D are designated to receive the data (all other nodes in the tree, including destination nodes, can only forward the data to their neighbors in the tree). In addition, we deÿne a k-routing of s; D , denoted by R(s; D; k) = {T i | i}, as a set of k-trees such that every destination node in D must be designated to receive the data in one of the k-trees in R(s; D; k). Two k-trees in R(s; D; k) may share an edge, which will not cause any trouble during data transmission under the wavelength division multiplexing [2, 11] . Clearly, m ≡ |D|=k 6|R(s; D; k)|6|D|. Since, data is transmitted through each edge in a k-tree exactly once, the cost of multicasting data is then deÿned as the total costs of k-trees in R(s; D; k), i.e.,
In this paper, we study how to, given a multicast connection s; D and a positive integer k, ÿnd a k-routing R(s; D; k) of minimum cost. We refer this problem as multicast under multi-tree routing (MMTR) problem. Although the optimization of wavelength assignment is not explicitly put into the objective, it is included implicitly; because a k-routing of less cost consists of k-trees of less costs, these k-trees tend to have less number of links, and thus they have more chances to share a wavelength with others and require less number of wavelengths.
Complexity analysis
The MMTR problem in general is NP-hard since Steiner-tree problem can be reduced to it. When k = 1, however, the optimal solution to the MMTR problem consists of |D| shortest paths from source s to each of |D| destination nodes (that is the case of lightpath model). Thus it can be found in polynomial-time. The following theorem shows that this is also true when k = 2. Theorem 1. The MMTR problem in case of k = 2 is polynomial-time solvable.
Proof. We will show that in this case the MMTR problem can be reduced in polynomial-time to the minimum weighted matching problem, which can be solved in polynomial-time (refer to [8] ). Given a multicast connection s; D on network G, where D = {d 1 ; : : : ; d |D| }, the reduction can be done as follows.
Step 1: Compute the shortest path p G (u; v) for each node pair u and v in V .
Step 2: Compute the minimum Steiner tree T (d i ; d j ; s) of {d i ; d j } for each node pair
Step 3: Construct an auxiliary graph G (D ∪ {s 1 ; : : : ; s |D| }; E ). There is an edge between d i and d j for i = j that is given weight w(
There is an edge between s i and s j for i = j that is given weight zero. There is an edge between s i and d i for each i that is given weight w(
There is no edge between d i and s j for i = j.
Clearly, Steps 1-3 can be done in polynomial-time. Moreover, given a minimum weighted matching M ⊂ E of G , we can produce an optimal k-routing of s; D on G as follows.
(
Approximation algorithm
As in the last section we have proved that MMTR problem in general is NP-hard, in this section we will propose an approximation algorithm that has a guaranteed performance ratio.
The basic idea of our algorithm is to ÿrst produce a directed trail of low cost including all nodes in D ∪ {s}, and then break it into m small trails on which at most k nodes in D are speciÿed, in the end for each small trail make a k-tree constituting of s and those speciÿed nodes in D. The directed trail can be obtained by constructing a Hamilton circuit of low cost in an auxiliary graph whose vertex-set is D ∪ {s}. 
Because in
Step A1 the auxiliary graph G a produced is a complete graph and the cost function deÿned on its edges satisÿes triangular inequality, in Step A2 Christonÿdes' method can be employed to construct a Hamilton circuit of G a . The following lemma comes directly from the well-known result due to Christonÿdes [3] . Lemma 1. For any given multicast connection s; D on G, the Hamilton circuit H c of G a produced at (A1-2) has cost at most We now prove that Algorithm A has a constant guaranteed performance ratio in the worst case analysis. To do this, we need the following lemma. Given a multicast connection s; D , let R opt be an optimal k-routing and c(R opt ) be its cost. Now we prove, by using Hall's Theorem (refer to [8] ), that B(X; Y ) has a perfect matching such that each T i is incident to an edge in the matching. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists a subset X 0 ⊆ X such that X 0 's neighbor set Y 0 ⊆ Y , which consists of vertices adjacent with some vertices in X 0 , satisÿes |Y 0 |6|X 0 | − 1. Since each T i designates at most k destination nodes and each of them is designated in exactly one optimal k-tree, then the total weight of edges incident to T i is at most k. For each T * j we have the same result. Now for X ⊆ X and Y ⊆ Y , let w(X ) and w(Y ) denote the total weights of edges incident to some T i ∈ X and T * j ∈ Y , respectively. Then w(Y )6k|Y |, this implies w(X 0 )6w(Y 0 )6k|Y 0 |. In addition, we have
Hence we obtain the following contradiction:
Therefore, there exists a desired matching. Without loss of generality, we denote this matching by M = {(T i ; T * i ) | i}. This means that for each i there exists a destination node designated in both T i and T * i . Thus the cost of T * i is not less than the cost of the shortest path from s to that common designated destination node, which, by the deÿnition of d i , is not less than the cost of the shortest path from s to d i , i.e., c(T * i )¿c(p G (s; d i ) ). To sum up this inequality over i, we obtain the desired inequality. The proof is then ÿnished.
Theorem 2. Given a multicast connection s; D and k ¿ 2, Algorithm A produces a k-routing R A in time O(|D| 2 |V | 2 ) whose cost is at most four times that of the optimal k-routing R opt .
Proof. Let H opt be the minimum Hamilton circuit of G a . Then we have 2c(R opt )¿ c(H opt ) since two R opt s correspond a Hamilton circuit of G a . In addition, by Lemma 3 ) (refer to [8] ). Thirdly, the directed trail T at (A3) and its partition into m subtrails at (A4) can be obtained in time O(|V |). In the end, every k-tree can be produced in time O(|V | 2 ). Therefore, Algorithm A outputs a k-routing in time O(|D| 2 |V | 2 ). The proof is then ÿnished.
When m = 1 the MMTR problem becomes the Steiner-tree problem in networks that has an approximation algorithm with performance ratio less than 2. When m = 2, Algorithm A can be modiÿed slightly so that its approximation ratio 4 could be reduced.
Corollary 1.
For the case of m = 2, there is a polynomial-time algorithm that produces a k-routing whose cost is at most three times that of the optimal k-routing and the minimum Steiner tree of D ∪ {s}.
Proof. After partitioning T into 2 subtrails T 0 and T 1 at (A4) of Algorithm A, we construct a k-routing consisting of two k-trees,
Applying the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 2, we deduce c(R A )63c (R opt ). Moreover, since the minimum Hamilton circuit of G a has cost less than two times that of the minimum Steiner tree T opt of D ∪ {s} in G, we have c(R A )63c(T opt ).
Simulation study
In the preceding section, we have proposed a 4-approximation algorithm for constructing k-routings. In this section we will study its performances in average case through simulation.
The objective of our simulation work is to determine how much the multi-tree model can save in cost and wavelengths over the lightpath model. In addition, in order to see the e ectiveness of Algorithm A, we use the cost of minimum routing under the single light-tree model as the performance benchmark since it is no greater than the cost of the optimal multi-tree model.
We now describe how to assign a wavelength to each of k-trees such that two k-trees must be assigned two distinct wavelengths if they use a common link. This problem can be reduced to the problem of vertex-coloring of a graph as follows: Construct a graph G (V ; E ) such that V is a set of k-trees and there is an undirected edge in E between two nodes in V in graph G if the corresponding k-paths/trees pass through a common physical link in G(V; E).
In the simulations we use two network topologies. One is the backbone of NSFnet of fourteen cities in US [2] ; The other is randomly generated to deliberately emulate wide-area sparse networks of 100 nodes [12] . In both cases, the multicast connections are generated randomly. The proposed methods for k-routing and wavelength assignment have the same performance in NSFnet and the randomly generated networks. This shows that they are very e ective. From the obtained results of simulation (they are omitted here due to the size limitation) we draw the following conclusions:
(1) The network cost of lightpath routing is about two times that of light-tree routings.
The ratio is independent of the size of a multicast connection and very stable. The number of wavelengths used by the lightpath routing is about four times that of k-routing. The ratio is independent of the size of multicast connection and very stable. The proposed algorithms have the same performance in NSFnet and the randomly generated networks. These facts show that the proposed algorithms are very e ective. (2) The network costs of multi-drop k-routing decrease as the number of multi-drop k increases. However, increasing k is not very e ective in decreasing the network cost. The reason behind this interesting result is that when k becomes bigger, although k-routing will consist of less number of k-trees, each k-tree will become bigger so that it includes more number of destinations. This will make a k-tree more costly. (3) The network cost of k-routing is about two times more than that of a single tree routing. In fact, when k becomes large enough, the ratio is much better than guaranteed performance ratio 4 of the proposed algorithm. (4) The number of wavelengths used by k-routing decreases as the drop number k increases. However, increasing k is not very e ective in decreasing the network cost for k-routing. The reason behind this interesting result is that when k becomes bigger, although k-routing will consist of less number of k-trees, k-tree will contain more number of links so that it includes more number of destinations. This will make k-trees to have more chances to share links among them, and thus prevent them from sharing a wavelength. (5) In general, the multi-drop routing algorithms are more e ective in saving the wavelengths than the network cost, although they are designed to construct minimal cost multi-drop routings. The reason is that a multi-drop k-routing of less cost consists of k-trees of less costs. Thus these k-trees tend to have less number of links, and as a result they have more chances to share a wavelength with others.
In addition, we also compared the multi-tree model with the multi-path model [5] , which is to construct a set of lightpaths rooted at the source node such that in each of them at most a speciÿed number of destination nodes are allowed to receive the data and every destination node must be designated in one of them to receive the data. We found that the multi-tree model uses considerably less network cost and wavelengths than the multi-path model. The reason is that the latter is a special case of the former since every multi-drop path can be considered as a multi-drop tree.
